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We construct continuum many nonisomorphic Ro-categorical posets which 
are 3- and not 4-homogeneous. Variants of our construction yield 2- and not 
3-homogeneous posets, and yield as many non-R0-categorical posets with the 
same degree of homogeneity. These examples answer questions of Droste and 
Macpherson. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2], Droste and Macpherson asked whether there exist continuum 
many countable 2-homogeneous partially ordered sets (posets) that are not 
3-homogeneous, and whether there exist continuum many countable 
3~homogeneous posets that are not 4-homogeneous. We provide affirmative 
answers. In each case our method of construction allows us to prescribe 
whether or not the posets involved will be N0-categorical, so we have a 
negative answer to the question in ['2] as to whether every 2-homogeneous 
poset is No-categorical. 
If k is a positive integer, then a countable poset P is called k-homo- 
geneous if every isomorphism between k-element substructures of P extends 
to an automorphism of P. P is called homogeneous if P is k-homogeneous 
for all k. Schmerl [4] gave a nice classification of the (countably many) 
countable homogeneous posets. Dros te [ l ]  studied posets that are 
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k-homogeneous for some k >/2 and was able to classify those that do not 
contain a pentagon, i.e., a poset consisting of points a, b, c, d, e with 
a < b < c < e, a < d < e, and d incomparable to b and c. For posets that do 
contain a pentagon he showed that k-homogeneity implies (k+ 1)- 
homogeneity, and he and Macpherson [2] showed that any countable 
4-homogeneous poset containing a pentagon is in fact homogeneous. After 
constructing II o 2- but not 3-homogeneous and similarly 11 o 3- but not 
4-homogeneous countable posers that are universal (in the sense that they 
embed all countable posets), Droste and Macpherson posed the questions 
addressed in this paper. 
Precisely, our results is 
THEOREM. (a) There ex&t continuum many pairwise non&omorphic 
countable 3- but not 4-homogeneous llo-categorical universal posers. The 
same is true if we replace "llo-categorical" by "non-No-categoricaL" 
(b) Part (a) remains true with "3- but not 4-homogeneous" replaced by 
"2- but 3-homogeneous." 
It will be seen from the constructions that these examples are also not 
4-transitive (resp., not 3-transitive) in the sense of [2]. 
We will use the following notation in the proof. For subsets A and B of 
a poset P, we write A ~< B if for every a ~ A there is some b ~ B such that 
a ~< b. For x ~ P we write A < x to indicate that a < x for all a ~ A and we 
write x < B to indicate that x < b for all b ~ B. We write a II b to indicate 
that the elements a and b are incomparable. 
Our examples were motivated by those in I-2]; we obtain continuum 
many via an additional subtlety in choice of language and axioms. In Sec- 
tion 2 we detail the No-categorical examples for 3- and not 4-homogeneity. 
The modifications for 2- and not 3-, and for non-ll0-categoricity, are 
described in Section 3. Finally, in Section4 we mention an earlier 
construction as illustration that we are far from any catalogue of examples. 
The second author thanks Greg Cherlin and Jim Schmerl for their high 
tolerance of the ravings of a madwoman about 4-types and 5-types of 
posets. We thank also Emily Coven for her assistance with terminology. 
2. THE EXAMPLES 
Let Lo be the language of posets, with one binary relation, <. The 
theory T o of posets states that < is transitive and antireflexive. The extension 
L of Lo is gotten by adding, for each n ~> 2, a new (n + 2)-place relation R n. 
Several poset configurations occur often in our axioms, and we use the 
following abbreviations for their descriptions: 
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(i) Web. (x ,  y, z 1 ..... z . )  
< {x, y}. 
In picture, x y 
Z 1 Z2 • . .  Z n 
xl ly  ^  A,~,<;~.z,ll zj ^  {z 1 . . . . .  Zn} 
(ii) Prey . (w,  x, y,  z 1, ..., z . )  = Web. (x ,  y,  z l  .... , Zn) A {Z 1 . . . . .  Zn} ~. W 
< {x, y). 
In picture, x\i 
W 
Z1 Z 2 • . . Z n 
(iii) (x ,  y, Z 1 . . . . .  Zn> "< (x ' ,  y' ,  z'l ..... z ' . . )  = Web. (x ,  y, Z 1 . . . . .  Zn) A 
, , , , , ..., -< , y , .  Web. , (x ,yz l , . . . , z . , )  ^ {z l ,  ZCn , } ~ {Z I , . . . ,Zn}  AX. .~.X  A y~.~ 
x'  y '  
I°p  tu,0, I I 
Z 1 Z2 • . . Z n 
The theory T extends To, with the following axioms for each n/> 2: 
(ln) Rn(X ,  Y ,  z1  . . . . .  Zn)  
Web. (x ,  y,  z l ,  ..., z . )  ^ -~3w Prey . (w,  x, y, z l  ..... z . )  
(2.) R. (x ,  y, z l ,  ..., z . )  ~ R . (y ,  x, z . l  ..... z . . )  for all permutations 
a of {1, ..., n}. 
(3.,.,) R. , (x ' ,y ' , z ' l  .... , z ' , )  ^ (x ,  y , z  a .... , z . )  -< (x ' ,  y ' , z i  ..... z ' . , )  
R . (x ,  y, z l  .... , z .) .  
Remark.  The predicates R. pick out certain preyless webs, while 
conditions (3.,.,) allow amalgamation of finite models of T. If we consider 
LN=Lou{R.  In~<N} and restrict the above axioms to n~<N, we are 
in the setting of the No-many examples of 12]. Now we fix a subset 
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(1;) 
(2'.) 
of {1, ..., n}. 
(3'.,°,) 
X_  {2, 3, 4 .... } and extend L and T further. For each nsX we introduce 
a second (n+2)-place relation S,, getting a language Lx= {<}w 
{Rnln>~2} w {Sn[nEX}. We obtain Tx from Tby  adding, for each nsX 
and n' >/2: 
S~(x, y, zl ..... z~) 
~Web, (x ,  y, z 1, ..., z,) A -qSw Preys(w, x, y, z 1, ..., z~). 
S,(x, y, Zl ..... z,) ~ S,( y, x, z~, ..., z~,) for all permutations o- 
! I l S~(x, y, zl .... ,zn) /~ (x', y , z l , . . . , zn , )  "< (x, y, zl .... , z , )  /x 
{x', y',z'~,...,z'~,} --/= {x, y ,z ,  ..... zn}--* Rn,(x', y',z'l ..... z',,). 
(4,) S,(x, y, Za, ..., z,) ~ --nR~(x, y, Zl, ..., zn). 
Thus Tx= Tou {(1,), (2,), (3,.,,), (1~,), (2~,), (3",,), (4,) I nsX,  n'>~ 2}. We 
remark that Tx is consistent, and that any poser expands to a model of Tx, 
usually in numerous ways. Here is the sole subtlety: the S, relations mimic 
the behavior of the R~ relations, and are seemingly innocuous. But 
amalgamation is handled entirely by the R~'s (and the "R,," in (3'~,,,) is no 
typo), leaving the S,'s to code X via d-maximal configurations ("maximal 
preyless webs"), which are recognizable from the poset structure alone. 
Let Ax be the class of all finite models of Tx. Following Fraiss6 [3], we 
obtain from Ax a countable homogeneous Lx-structure Mx once we know 
that Ax is closed under isomorphism, substructure, and amalgamation. 
The first two are trivial (for the second, note that Tx is universal). For 
amalgamation, the situation reduces immediately to the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. Given three finite models, A 1, A2, B of Tx such that B is a 
proper substructure of As, j=  1, 2, with A1 # A2 and Aj= B~ {aj}, there is 
a common extension C of A1 and A2 such that C is a finite model of Tx. 
Proof Let A~, A2, Bbe  as above. We takeA1uA 2=Bw{al ,a2}  as 
the underlying set of C. Note that at most one of a~<bl<a2 and 
a 2 < b 2 < a~ can occur for bl, b2 E B. Relabeling if necessary we obtain two 
cases: 
(i) a m < b <.a 2 for some b E B. 
(ii) not (i), and also not a 2 < b < al for any b e B. 
Define <c  to be <A,w<A~w{(a l ,a2)}  in case (i), and <A,U<A2in  
case (ii). Then (C, < c) is a poset, i.e., a model of To. Next we define R c 
according to the same two cases. Let W= {(x,y,  zl ..... z,~)lm>~2, j= l  
or 2, x, y, z l , . . . ,zmeAj ,  and As~ R,~(x, y, zt ..... Zm) or (in case msX)  
Aj ~ Sm(X, y, zl ..... Zm)}. 
C _ RAnt U A2 A2 Case (i) (al<a2).  Let R, -  R ,  uRn, u{(a2,  bl,a~,b2 ..... b,)! 
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bl,  b2, ..., bn ~ B and ~w E W(  a2, bl , al , b2 ..... bn)  -< w} w all permutations 
of (a2, bl, al, b2, ..., bn) required by axiom (2n). 
AI A2 Case (ii) (al [r a2) .LetRC=R,  wR,  w {(al,a2, bl,..., b, ) Jb l , . . . ,b,~B 
and 3w ~ W(  al, a2, bl, ..., b , )  -< w} u {(b j, b2, aa, a2, b3, ..., bn)] bl, ..., b, E B 
and 3w ~ W(bl ,  b2, al, a2, b3 .... , b , )  -< w} u all permutations required by 
axiom (2n). Now define -n Sc- -  - ,  SA1 u S A2 in all cases, for all n ~ X. 
c is the desired extension of We claim that C=(C,  <c,  R c, Sn,),>~2,,,~x 
A 1 and A2. From the definitions above, it is immediate that A1 and A 2 
are substructures of C. It is also immediate that C~ T0,(2,), 
(2',), (4,). 
C D (1,) and (1;): The only trouble which could arise is if 
Aj~ (R, w Sn)(e, d, el .... , e,) and Prey,(ak, c, d, el ..... en) in C, where 
j#k .  For this to occur, it must be that aj~ {c, d, e~, ..., e,}, hence aj and 
ak are comparable , and we are necessarily in case (i) If a j= e, then 
ak<aj ,  hence k=l ,  j=2 ,  and  there is beB,  a ,<b<a2.  Since A2 
(R,, u S,) (a2, d, el ..... e,) we know b ~ d and so A2 D R,(b, d, e, ..... e,). 
But then B ~ R,(b, d, e~ .... , e,), hence A~ ~ R,(b, d, e~ ..... e,); it follows 
that Prey,(al, b, d, el ..... e,), hence Prey,(a~, a2, d, e~,..., e,), is impos- 
sible. If aj=e~, then aj<ak and so j= l ,  k=2 and again we take 
beB with a~<b<az .  For some subset {e],...,e',,} of {b, e2 ..... e,} 
with {a~,e2, . . . ,e ,}~{e] , . . . ,e ' ,  } and e'lle's, r#s  we have B~ 
t ! o ! t R,,(c, d, e,, ..., en,), it follows that Prey,, (a2, c, d, el,..., e,,), hence 
Preyn(a2, e, d, al,e2 .... , e,) is also impossible. Thus C ~ (1,). 
C ~ (3n.,,): Assume (e, d, el, ..., e , )  ~ (c', d', el, ..., e',,) and 
R,,(e', d', e] ..... e',,) holds. By definition of R c we have already handled 
scenarios with {al, a2} c {c, d, el ..... e,} and {c', d', e', ..., e',} ___Aj, j=  1 
or 2. If {al,a2}-~ {c',d',e'l ..... e',} then there exist n"~N and 
{e",d",e[', .... e",,}~_Aj ( j= l  or 2) for which R,.,(c", d",e;  ..... e",,) and 
(c', d', e] ..... e~,) ~ (e", d", e~' .... , e~,,). Now, by the definition of R c, we 
note that (e", d", e[' ..... e~,,) ~ W and so C ~ R,(c, d, el, ..., e,), as desired. 
Thus we come down to the situation where aje{c,d,  el,.. . ,e, }, 
ak~{c',d',e' l , . . . ,e' ,}, and {e,d,e~,...,e,}c~{c',d',e'~ ..... e'~}c_B. To 
handle this situation we will use the general fact that if c, deB,  
(c, d, e~ ..... e , )  -< (c, d, e] ..... e',), A~ ~ R,,(e, d, e'~, ..., e',,), and 
el ..... e, eA~, k:/:j, then A~ ~ R,(e, d, e~, ..., e,). To verify this fact, note 
that we can find elements ba ..... b , , sB  such that {el ..... e'n} 
{bl, ..., bin} ~ {el, ..., e,}, and by replacing {b~, ..., bin} by its subset of 
maximal elements we can assume the b,.'s are pairwise incomparable. We 
then have B ~ Rm(e, d, b~ ..... bin), so Ax ~ Rm(e, d, b~ ..... bin), and so 
A~ ~ R,(e, d, e~ ..... e,). Now we consider the two cases separately. 
Case (i) (a~<a2). If a~=c, then a~=c' and we choose b~B, 
a~ < b < a~. By hypothesis, b II d', and moreover A2 ~ R,(b, d', el ..... e,). 
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Then Al~Rn(a l ,  d, el,...,e~), and so C~Rn(a l ,d ,e  1,...,e.), as 
desired. If al =e l ,  then al <a2 implies a2=c'  (or d') again. 
Therefore A2 ~ R,,(c, d, e'l, ..., e'n,), and so B ~ R,,(c, d, e'l ..... e;,,), 
Ax ~ R~,(c, d, e'l ..... e',,) and so A1 ~ R,(c, d, al, e2, ..., e,), as desired. 
' d' If a l=el ;  and a2=c then c, eB  and Al~R, , (c ' ,d ' ,e l , . . . ,  e',,) 
implies A1 ~ R,(c', d', el, ..., e,) so we have A2 ~ R~(c', d', el, ..., e,) and 
thus A2~R, (c ,d ,  el, ..., e,). Finally, if al=e'l and a2=el then 
A1 ~ Rn,(C', d', e'l .... , e',,,) implies A1 ~ R,,(c, d, e'l, ..., e',,), and so by the 
general fact mentioned above A 2 ~ Rn(c , d, el, ..., en). 
Case (ii) (all la2). If al = c then a2 = d' and we go from 
R,,(c', a2, e'l ..... e'n,) to R,,(c', d, e'l ..... e',,) in A2, to R,,(al, d, e'l, ..., e',,) in 
A1, to R,(al,  d, el .... ,%) inA  1. I fa l=e l  then, say, a2=e'x. Wego from 
R,,(c',d',e'l ..... e',,) to R~,(c,d,e'l ..... e'~,) in A 2. By the general fact 
mentioned before case (i), this gives us that R,(c, d, e l, ..., e,) holds in A~, 
hence in C. This completes the verification that C ~ (3~, ~,), and the check 
for (3',,,,) is analogous. Thus C ~ Tx, and Lemma 2.1 is proved. 
LEMMA 2.2 Let A x be the class of all finite models of Tx. Then there is 
a unique countable homogeneous Lx-structure Mx such that Ax is exactly 
the class of structures isomorphic to finite substructures of M x. 
Proof Lemma 2.1 and Fra'iss6 I-3]. 
Now we take ~x to be the reduct of Mx to L 0 (posers). 
LEMMA 2.3. For each X ~ _ {2, 3, ...}, ~x is a universal, Ro-categorical 
poset which is 3-homogeneous and not 4-homogeneous. 
Proof ~x is a universal poset, since any finite poset can be 
expanded to a finite L x structure which models Tx, e.g., by introducing 
no instances of R~'s or S~'s. The Ro-categoricity follows from noting 
that for each k there are only finitely many models of Tx of size k, and 
recalling that Mx is homogeneous for the relational anguage L x. Since 
Ax includes the four element structure P = {al, a2, a3, a4} with 
{al, a2} >e {a3, a4} and R~(al, a2, a3, a4), and also the five element 
structure P '= {bl, b2, b3, b4, bs} with {bx, b2} >ebs>p {b3, b4} (and 
-TR~'(bl, b2, b3, b4)), we see that ~x is not 4-homogeneous (indeed, not 4- 
transitive, in the sense of [2]): the map sending bi to ai, i= 1, 2, 3, 4 
cannot be extended to bs. But ~x is clearly 3-homogeneous, since Mx is 
Lx-homogeneous and there is no relation in Mx other than < which holds 
on sets of size less than 4. 
LEMMA 2.4. For X ~ X' ~x and ~x, are not isomorphic. Moreover, for all 
n>~2, neX if and only if ~ x ~ 3xl 3x2 ~Yl, ..., 3Yn[Webn(xl, x2, YJ, ..., Y~) 
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^-~3wPrey , (w,  xl ,  x2, yl .... , y , )  ^ Vx' l ,x '2((x l ,  x2, yl ..... y , )  ~( 
(x'l,x'2, Yl ..... y . )  /x x~ ¢ x'l ~ 3w erey.(w,x'l,x'2, Yl,..., Y.))]. 
Proof The sentence say that a maximal web of size n + 2 occurs 
without prey and will hold exactly for those al, a2, b~ .... , b .e~ x such that 
Mx ~ S.(al,  a2, bl .... , bn). This follows from axioms (3.,.,) and (4); since 
S. ~ ~R. ,  the S. predicate implies this maximality (and more). In case 
n ¢ X, a preyless web can only arise from R., which must always occur 
inside a larger R., by homogeneity. Since Nx and Nx, have distinct 
L0-theories, they are certainly not isomorphic. 
Now we have completed the No-categorical case of part (a) of our 
theorem, since there are 2 e° many choices for X__c_ {2, 3, 4, ...}, each of 
which gives rise to a distinct Nx of the required form, by Lemmas 2.1-2.4. 
3. VARIATIONS 
Here we complete our theorem by indicating what changes in Lx and Tx 
are needed. We omit verifications, since they follow the lines of those in 
Section 2. 
3.1.2- and not 3-Homogeneous 
Starting with L0 and To (posets) and X as before, we add (n + l)-place 
predicates R*(x, zl,..., z,) for n ~> 2 and S*(x, z~,..., z~) for n e X to get L*. 
We abbreviate/~l~,<j.<, ziP[zj/x {z~, ..., z,} < {x} by Web*, and likewise 
remove y and y' from Prey,, ~ ,  and from the axiom schemes for Tx, 
getting a theory T* in L*. Then exactly as before we obtain continuum 
many No-categorical 2- and not 3-homogeneous posets, with distinct 
theories for distinct X. 
3.2. Non-No-categorical Posets, 3- and not 4-Homogeneous 
We start with Lx and Tx, where X is infinite. We add to Lx a new 
4-place relation U, for each n sJ(, and (m + 2)-place relations V,.m for 
2 ~< m ~< n, n s X, to get Lx. New axioms for T) are, for n ~ X: 
(5.) U.(x, y, zl, z2) ~ R2(x, y, zl, z2) 
(6m,.) (X, y, Zl ..... Zm) "< (X', y', Zl ..... Z'.) ^ S.(x', y', zl ..... z'.) 
V,,m(X, y, zl, . . . ,Zm),m~n. 
(Vk . . . .  ) (x, y, Zl ..... Zm) "< (x', y', zl ..... z'k) /x V,,k(X', y', z], ..., z'k) 
--+ V,.m(X , y, zl, . . . ,Zm),k,m~n. 
(8 . . . . .  ) (X, y, Z1, Z2) < (X',  yt, Ztl ..... Zm) A Vn, m(XYl, y', Zrl ..... Zrm) 
--* -nUr(x, y, zl,z2),m<~n, rCn,  reX .  
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Thus T )= Tx~ {(5n), (6m.,), (7k .... ), (8 . . . . .  )I///E J{, 2~m<<.n, rEX, r#n}.  
The idea here is that the Un's sit inside Sn's but not Sr's for r # n. The 
role of all the Vm.,'s is to preserve these features under amalgamation, 
which proceeds as in Section 2. In the amalgams we introduce new Vm,,'S 
as needed for (6) and (7), but no new U,'s. The failure of lt0-categoricity 
occurs at the level of 4-types, since the U~'s are recognizable from their 
poser properties. 
3.3. Non-No-categorical Posets, 2- and not 3-Homogeneous 
As done to Lx, Tx in 3.1 to get L*, Tff take the relations and axioms 
of L} and T) and remove the "y" variable to get L)* and T~c*. Here the 
resulting posets, for X infinite, will have infinitely many 3-types. These 
constructions, along with Section 2, complete the proof of our theorem. 
4. OTHER EXAMPLES 
The purpose of the present work is to provide a large supply of posets 
of limited homogeneity, which we have done. We mention here that the 
examples above are by no means our first attempts, and that there appears 
to be a rich range of possibilities, rather than a conjectured classification. 
One family of examples we found for 3.3, which proved difficult to 
modify for the theorem at hand, do not occur as reducts of homogeneous 
relational structures, but can still be built in the Fra'iss6 manner 
from amalgamation classes. We give a brief description of these: Let 
Xc_ {2, 3, 4 .... } (infinite for 3.3, as before) and let Lx include one binary 
relation, <, two ternary relations, R, S, and infinitely many 4-place 









< is a partial order 
R(x, y, z)-- ,x> {y,z}  ^  yl lz/,  ~w(x>w> {y, z}). 
S(x, y, z)--, {x, y} > z A xll y ^ -~3w({x, y} > w>z).  
O-web(x, y, Zl, z2) ~ Webz(x, y, Zl, z2) /x -13w({x, y} > w > 
1-web(x, y, z l ,zz) ~ Web2(x, y, zl,z2) A ~!w({x, y} > w > 
(kEX) k-web(x, y, ZI, Z2) ~ Web2(x, y, zl, z2) A 3!k w's({x, y} 
> w > {Zx, z2}). 
(7k) (k=0,1  or keX)  k-web(x,y, zl, z2) ~ k-web(y,x, zl,z2) 
k-web(x, y, z2, zl). 
(8) (R(x, y, z) ~ R(x, z, y)) /x (S(x, y, z) -, S(y, x, z)). 
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(9k) (kEX) k-web(x, y, zl, z2) /x {x, y} > {Wl, w2) > {ZI, Z2) A 
Wl ~" W2 -'~ Wl I[ W2 A R(x ,  Wl, w2) A S(Wl ,  w2, Zl). 
In our terminology, a k-web is one of a peculiar sort, in which exactly 
k prey are trapped and any two prey are incomparable. The Class Kx of 
finite models of Tx is closed under isomorphism and suitably chosen 
amalgamation; indeed, it is possible to arrange that the amalgams require 
no new elements, so that their algebraic losure are trivial. The class Kx is 
not, however, closed under substructure; the resulting structure is 2- and 
3-homogeneous a a poset, with any finite poser extendable to a model of 
Tx and with the k-webs (hence k ~ X) recognizable from the ordering alone. 
The result is Ro-categorical just in case X is finite; otherwise we have 
infinitely many 4-types arising from the infinitely many k-webs. 
An alternate approach to this construction, as Bradd Hart observed to 
the second author, is to replace the "~"  of (6k) by "~"  and acquire an 
amalgamation class of finite models also, provided X is infinite and 2 ~ X. 
The required amalgam in this setting is delicate, in that the introduction 
of new elements is required--i.e., the amalgams may have non-trivial 
algebraic losure. 
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